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Abstract

Memetic Computing is a subject in computer science which considers com-
plex structures such as the combination of simple agents and memes, whose
evolutionary interactions lead to intelligent complexes capable of problem-
solving. The founding cornerstone of this subject has been the concept of
Memetic Algorithms, that is a class of optimization algorithms whose struc-
ture is characterized by an evolutionary framework and a list of local search
components.

This article presents a broad literature review on this subject focused
on optimization problems. Several classes of optimization problems, such
as discrete, continuous, constrained, multi-objective and characterized by
uncertainties, are addressed by indicating the memetic “recipes” proposed
in literature. In addition, this article focuses on implementation aspects
and especially the coordination of memes which is the most important and
characterizing aspect of a memetic structure. Finally, some considerations
about future trends in the subject are given.
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1. Introduction

According to the philosophical theory of Richard Dawkins, see [42], hu-
man culture can be decomposed into simple units namely memes. Thus a
meme is a “brick” of the knowledge that can be duplicated in human brains,
modified, and combined with other memes in order to generate a new meme.
Within a human community, some memes are simply not interesting and then
will die away in a short period of time. Some other memes are somewhat
strong and then, similar to an infection, will propagate within the entire
community. The memes can also undergo slight modifications or combine
with each other thus generating new memes which have stronger features
and are more durable and prone to propagation. An example of this concept
is in the gossip propagation within human communities. Some gossips are,
de facto, more interesting than others and persist over time reaching all the
individuals of the community. In addition, gossips can be subject to slight
(or sometimes major) modifications. Sometimes these modifications make
these gossips more interesting and thus more durable and capable to propa-
gate. This example of life-time learning is also interesting in order to note a
major difference between the evolution and transmission of memes and that
of their biological counterpart, i.e., genes. The latter are not modified during
the life-time of the individual, and are transmitted as they were inherited (of
course, genetic information is mixed during sexual reproduction and can be
subject to mutation as well, but this is a different process not alike to life-
time learning). On the contrary, the former are much more plastic and to
some extent adhere to a Lamarckian model of evolution, which also explains
their comparatively faster rate of adaptation with respect to biological genes.

This charming interpretation of human culture inspired Moscato and Nor-
man in late ’80s, see [143], to define Memetic Algorithms (MAs). In their
early definition, MAs were a modification of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) em-
ploying also a local search operator for addressing the Travelling Salesman
Problem (TSP). While in optimization the employment of hybrid algorithms
was already in use, a novel and visionary perspective to optimization algo-
rithms in terms of memetic metaphor has been given in [141]. After their
earliest definition, MAs have been looked at in a sceptical way by the com-
puter science community. A massive diffusion, in scientific papers, of MAs
occurred only ten years after their definition. One important reason is the
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diffusion of the No Free Lunch Theorem (NFLT), see [228]. The NFLT proves
that the average performance of any pair of algorithms A and B across all
possible problems is identical. Thus, if an algorithm performs well on a
certain class of problems, then it necessarily pays for that with degraded
performance on the set of all remaining problems, as this is the only way
that all algorithms can have the same performance averaged over all func-
tions. Strictly speaking, the proof of NFLT is made under the hypothesis
that both the algorithms A and B are non-revisiting, i.e., the algorithms
do not perform the fitness evaluation of the same candidate solution more
often than once during the optimization run. Although this hypothesis is de
facto not respected for most of the computational intelligence optimization
algorithms, the concept that there is no universal optimizer had a significant
impact on the scientific community.

For decades, researchers in optimization attempted to design algorithms
having a superior performance with respect to all the other algorithms present
in literature. This approach is visible in many famous texts published in those
years, e.g., [64]. After the NFLT diffusion, researchers in optimization had
to dramatically change their view about the subject. More specifically, it has
become important to understand the relationship between the components
of the proposed algorithm A and a given optimization problem f . Thus, the
problem f became the starting point for building up a suitable algorithm.
The optimization algorithm needs to specifically address the features of the
problem f .

Since MAs were not proposed as specific optimization algorithms, but as a
broad class of algorithms inspired by the diffusion of the ideas and composed
of multiple existing operators, the community started showing an increas-
ing attention towards these algorithmic structures as a general guideline for
addressing specific problems. MAs have been successfully applied, in recent
years, to solve complex real-world problems and displayed a high perfor-
mance in a large number of cases. For example, in [86] an ad-hoc Differential
Evolution (DE) is implemented for solving the multisensor fusion problem;
in [187] DE based hybrid algorithm is designed to address an aerodynamic
design problem; in [50], an optimization approach is given with reference to
the study of a material structure; in [23, 154] a computational intelligence
approach is designed for a control engineering problem while in [158, 157] a
medical application for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is addressed;
in [213] a DE based hybrid algorithm is implemented to design a digital
filter for paper production industry; in [208] a parallel memetic approach
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is proposed for solving large scale problems; in [164] an aerodynamic design
problem is considered for the application of the meta-Lamarckian learning; in
[160] MC is applied for atomic and molecular structural problems; in [77, 205]
the crucial problem of balance between global and local search is analyzed
in the context of multi-objective optimization; in [160] a novel class of struc-
tured population for MAs, namely Cellular MAs, is defined. Scheduling and
planning problems are solved in [74, 113, 206]. In [1] a memetic approach
is proposed for a neural network training in the context of a medical appli-
cation. Other examples of memetic approaches are given in [170, 111] for
robust design and in [207, 208] for a NP-hard problem.

In order to properly address the question What is a MA?, it is important
to mention the definition of MA related to its implementation features [71].
In this case, MAs are defined in the following way.

Memetic Algorithms are population-based metaheuristics com-
posed of an evolutionary framework and a set of local search
algorithms which are activated within the generation cycle of the
external framework.

The development of modern techniques which are still inspired by the
cultural diffusion but do not fall within the definition of MAs suggested the
concept of Memetic Computing (MC). The latter is a broad subject defined in
[165], where MC is defined as “...a paradigm that uses the notion of meme(s)
as units of information encoded in computational representations for the
purpose of problem solving”. In other words, part of the scientific commu-
nity tried to extend the concept of meme for problem solving, see [154], to
something broader and more innovative. The fact that ad-hoc optimization
algorithms (that is, knowledge-augmented or problem-specific algorithms)
can efficiently solve given problems is a well-known result from literature.
On the other hand, the ultimate goal in artificial intelligence is the genera-
tion of autonomous and intelligent structures. In computational intelligence
optimization, the goal is the automatic detection of the optimal optimiza-
tion algorithm for each fitness landscape, or, in other terms, the on-line (i.e.,
during run-time) automatic design of optimization algorithms. MC can be
seen then as a subject which studies complex structures composed of simple
modules (memes) which interact and evolve adapting to the problem in order
to solve it. This view of the subject leads to a more modern definition of MC
given in [149].
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Memetic Computing is a broad subject which studies complex and
dynamic computing structures composed of interacting modules
(memes) whose evolution dynamics is inspired by the diffusion of
ideas. Memes are simple strategies whose harmonic coordination
allows the solution of various problems.

In order to better highlight the difference between MAs and MC, it can
be thought that with the term MA we refer to algorithms having some spe-
cific features, i.e., population, generational structure, local search within the
generation. On the other hand, MC is a subject which studies algorithmic
structures composed of multiple operators. For example, an algorithm which
perturbs a single solution by means of adaptively coordinated multiple search
operators is not an MA but still is a MC approach. In this light, MAs should
be seen as a cornerstone and founding subset of MC. The main difference be-
tween the two concepts (MC and MA) is the algorithmic philosophy behind
them. While MA is an optimization algorithm, an MC approach is a linked
collection of operators without any prefixed structure but with the only aim
of solving the problem.

This article gathers and summarizes the main research results in the field
of MAs and MC optimization. This literature review is structured in three
macro-sections. Section 2 shows the structure of a classical MA. Section 3
gives a literature review of MA/MC implementations in order to address spe-
cific problem features, such as constrained problems, high computational cost
and multi-objective problems. Section 4, at an abstract level, discusses the
results in terms of implementation features for the coordination of multiple
components. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion of this work.

2. General Structure of Memetic Algorithms

In order to define the notation used in this article, let us consider a
solution x, i.e., a vector of n design variables (x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xn). Each
design variable xi can take values from a domain Di (e.g., an interval [xL

i , x
U
i ]

if variables are continuous, or a certain collection of values otherwise). The
Cartesian product of these domains for each design variable is called the
decision space D. Let us consider a set of (either deterministic or stochastic)
functions f1, f2, . . . , fm defined in D and returning some values. Under these
conditions, the most general statement of an optimization problem is given
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by the following formulas:

max /min fm m = 1, 2, . . . ,M
subject to gj (x) 6 0 j = 1, 2, . . . , J

hk (x) = 0 k = 1, 2, . . . , K
xL
i 6 xi 6 xU

i i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(1)

where gj and hk are inequality and equality constraints, respectively.
If m = 1 the problem is single-objective, while for m > 1 the problem is

multi-objective. The particular structure of the functions gj and hk in each
particular problem determines its constrainedness, which is often related to
the hardness of its resolution. Finally, the continuous or combinatorial nature
of the problem is given by the fact that D is a discrete or dense set. In other
words, all the problems considered in this article can be considered as specific
cases of the general definition in equations (1).

MAs address the problem in (1) by means of a specific algorithmic struc-
ture which can be seen as an iterated sequence of the following operations,
aimed at having a population (pool) of tentative solution converge (i.e.,
evolve from an initial high-diversity, scattered state to a low-diversity, more
homogeneous state) towards an optimal (or quasi-optimal) solution:

1. Selection of parents: Selection aims to determine the candidate so-
lutions that will survive in the following generations and be used to
create new solutions. Selection for reproduction often operates in re-
lation with the fitness (performance) of the candidate solutions; Here,
performance typically amounts to the extent to which the solution max-
imizes/minimizes the objective function(s) fm (although in some cases
fitness may be measured by means of a different guiding function, re-
lated to the objective function but not identical, e.g., in the SAT prob-
lem the objective function is binary –satisfied/unsatisfied– yet the most
common fitness function is maximizing the number of satisfied clauses).
High quality solutions have thus more chances to be chosen. For exam-
ple, roulette-wheel and tournament selections can be applied. Selection
can also be done according to other criteria such as diversity. In such a
case, only spread out individuals are allowed to survive and reproduce.
If the solutions of the population are sufficiently diversified, selection
can also be carried out randomly.

2. Combination of parents for offspring generation: Combination aims to
create new promising candidate solutions by blending existing solutions
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(parents), a solution being promising if it can potentially lead the op-
timization process to new search areas where better solutions may be
found.

3. Local improvement of offspring: The goal of local improvement is to
improve the quality of an offspring as far as possible. Candidate solu-
tions undergo refinement which correspond the life-time learning of the
individuals in the original metaphor of MAs.

4. Update of the population: This step decides whether a new solution
should become a member of the population and which existing solu-
tion of the population should be replaced. Often, these decisions are
made according to criteria related to both quality and diversity. Such
a strategy is commonly employed in methods like Scatter Search and
many Evolutionary Algorithms. For instance, a basic quality-based up-
dating rule would replace the worst solution of the population while a
diversity-based rule would substitute for a similar solution according to
a distance metric. Other criteria like recency (age) can also be consid-
ered. The policies employed for managing the population are essential
to maintain an appropriate diversity of the population, to prevent the
search process from premature convergence (i.e., too fast convergence
towards a suboptimal region of the search space), and to help the al-
gorithm to continually discover new promising search areas.

As mentioned above, MAs blend together ideas from different search
methodologies, and most prominently ideas from local search techniques and
population-based search. Indeed, from a very general point of view a ba-
sic MA can be regarded as one (or several) local search procedure(s) acting
on a pool pop of |pop| > 2 solutions which engage in periodical episodes of
cooperation via recombination procedures. This is shown in Algorithm 1.

Let us analyze this template. First of all, the Initialize procedure is
responsible for producing the initial set of |pop| solutions. Traditional evolu-
tionary algorithms usually resort to simply generating |pop| solutions at ran-
dom (systematic procedures to ensure a good coverage of the search space are
sometimes defined, although these are not often used). Opposed to this, it
is typical for MAs to attempt to use high-quality solutions as starting point.
This can be done either using a more sophisticated mechanism (for instance,
some constructive heuristic) to inject good solutions in the initial population
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function BasicMA (in P : Problem, in par: Parameters): Solution;
begin

pop ← Initialize(par, P );
repeat

newpop1 ← Cooperate(pop, par, P );
newpop2 ← Improve(newpop1, par, P );
pop← Compete (pop, newpop2);
if Converged(pop) then

pop← Restart(pop, par);
end

until TerminationCriterion(par);
return GetNthBest(pop, 1);

end

Algorithm 1: A Basic Memetic Algorithm

[203], or by using a local-search procedure to improve random solutions (see
Algorithm 2).

function Initialize(in par: Parameters, in P : Problem):
Bag{Solution};
begin

pop← ∅;
for j ← 1 to par.popsize do

i← RandomSolution(P );
i← LocalSearch (i, par, P );
pop← pop ∪ {i};

end

return pop;
end

Algorithm 2: Injecting high-quality solutions in the initial population.

As for the TerminationCriterion function, it typically amounts to check-
ing a limit on the total number of iterations, reaching a maximum number
of iterations without improvement, having performed a certain number of
population restarts, or reaching a certain target fitness.

The procedures Cooperate and Improve constitute the core of the MA.
Starting with the former, its most typical realization arises from the use of two
operators for selecting solutions from the population and recombining them.
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Table 1: Parameters used in the algorithmic description of MAs

parameter interpretation
popsize size of the population (number of solutions in pop)
numop number of operators used
numapps array of size 1..numop indicating the number of times

each operator is applied in the main loop.
arityin array of size 1..numop indicating how many input solu-

tions are required by each operator.
arityout array of size 1..numop indicating how many output so-

lutions are produced by each operator.
op array of size 1..numop comprising the actual operators
preserved number of solutions in the current population that are

preserved when a restart is made.

function Cooperate (in pop: Bag{Solution}, in par: Parameters, in P :
Problem): Bag{Solution};
begin

lastpop← pop;
for j ← 1 to par.numop do

newpop← ∅;
for k ← 1 to par.numappsj do

parents← Select (lastpop, par.arityinj);
newpop← newpop ∪ ApplyOperator (par.opj , parents, P );

end

lastpop← newpop;
end

return newpop;
end

Algorithm 3: The pipelined Cooperate procedure.

Of course, this procedure can be easily extended to use a larger collection of
variation operators applied in a pipeline fashion [142]. As shown in Algorithm
3, this procedure comprises numop stages, each one corresponding to the
iterated application of a particular operator opj that takes arityinj solutions
from the previous stage, generating arityoutj new solutions.

As to the Improve procedure, it embodies the application of a local search
procedure to solutions in the population. Notice that in an abstract sense
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a local search method can be modelled as a unary operator (we adhere here
to a strict definition of local search as a procedure for iteratively exploring
the surroundings/neighborhood of a certain solution at any given time step),
and hence it could have been included within the Cooperate procedure above.
However, local search plays such an important role in MAs that it deserves
separate treatment. Indeed, there are several important design decisions
involved in the application of local search to solutions, i.e., to which solutions
should it be applied, how often, for how long, etc. See also next section.

Next, the Compete procedure is used to reconstruct the current popula-
tion using the old population pop and the population of offspring newpop2.
Using the terminology commonly used by the evolution strategy [185, 190]
community, there exist two main possibilities for this purpose: the plus strat-
egy and the comma strategy. The non-elitist nature of the latter makes
it less prone to stagnation [3], being the ratio |newpop|/|pop| ≃ 6 a cus-
tomary choice [4]. The generation of a large number of offspring can be
somewhat computationally expensive if the fitness function is complex and
time-consuming though. A suitable alternative in this context is using a plus
strategy with a low value of |newpop|, an elitist variant which is strongly re-
lated to the so-called steady-state replacement strategy in GAs [225]. While
this option usually provides a faster convergence to high-quality solutions,
premature convergence to suboptimal regions of the search space can take
place, and hence corrective measures may be required. This leads to the
last component of the template shown in Algorithm 1, namely the restarting
procedure.

First of all, it must be decided whether the population has degraded
or has not, using some measure of information diversity in the population
(e.g., average Hamming distance or Shannon’s entropy [41] in the discrete
case, or some dispersion measure in the continuous case). Once the diversity
indicator provides a value below a suitable threshold, the population can be
regarded as degenerate and the restart procedure is called. Again, this can
be implemented in a number of ways. A very typical strategy is to keep
a fraction of the current population, generating new (random or heuristic)
solutions to complete the population, as shown in Algorithm 4. The term
random-immigrant strategy [32] has been coined to describe this procedure.
Alternatively, a strong or heavy mutation operator can be activated in order
to drive the population away from its current location in the search space,
e.g., see [21, 22, 53, 54].

On the basis of the definitions of MA and MC reported above, while an
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function Restart (in pop: Bag{Solution}, in par: Parameters, in P :
Problem): Bag{Solution};
begin

newpop← ∅;
for j ← 1 to par.preserved do

i← GetNthBest(pop, j);
newpop← {i};

end

for j ← par.preserved+ 1 to par.popsize do

i← RandomSolution(P );
i← LocalSearch (i, par, P );
newpop← {i};

end

return newpop;
end

Algorithm 4: The Restart procedure.

algorithmic characterization of MA can be given, any MC specific outline
would be restrictive. In other words, while MA is a class of optimization
algorithms having specific implementation features, MC is a subject and an
implementation philosophy. On one hand, the concept of MC appears ex-
cessively vague as all the computer science implementations if not most of
the natural sciences and engineering can be seen as a subset of MC. If we
look at MC in a sceptical way, it may appear as an empty box or a label to
put on every single human thought. On the other hand, the importance of
MC is in the unifying role taken and the novel perspective that MC suggests
to computer science community. MC considers algorithms as evolving struc-
tures composed by cooperative and competitive operators. This perspective
suggests the automatic generation of algorithms by properly combining the
operators (memes). We may think that a computational device stores a set
of operators and combines (some of) them according to a certain criterion
to efficiently address a problem. This will be a firther step with respect to
adaptive and self-adaptive systems in MAs, see Section 4, and compose the
next level of computational intelligence.
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3. Memetic Computing Specific Implementations

This section gives a literature review about MA/MC implementations
for various classes of optimization problems. More specifically the present
section is divided into the following subsections:

• MAs in discrete optimization

• MAs in continuous optimization

• MAs in multimodal optimization

• MAs in constrained optimization

• MAs in multi-objective optimization

• MAs in the presence of uncertainties

3.1. MAs in discrete optimization

Discrete optimization is the search for the configuration with highest per-
formance (optimal solution) among a set of finite candidate configurations.
There are several ways to describe a discrete optimization problem. In its
most general form, it can be defined as a collection of problem instances,
each being specified by a pair (S, f) [176], where S is the a finite set of can-
didate configurations, defining the decision space; f is the cost or objective
function, given by a mapping f : S → Q.

Unlike continuous problems, discrete optimization can in principle be
solved by enumeration, i.e., by exhaustively counting and evaluating all the
candidate solutions. In addition, discrete problems cannot utilize the gradi-
ent for searching the directions as a minimum distance between two solutions
is set.

Discrete problems and more specifically the Travelling Salesman problem
(TSP) have been the earliest application domains for MAs, see [143]. Im-
plementations of hybrid algorithms were in use even before the term MA
was coined. In [14] an early attempt to hybridize an evolutionary framework
with local search for solving the TSP has been presented. Subsequently, still
with reference to the TSP, in [66] a visionary approach which theorizes the
integration of extra components and especially crossover techniques within
an evolutionary framework is presented. A similar approach is given in [83].
Another related technique, which can also be considered as an early memetic
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approach is the so called genetic edge recombination, see e.g., [123]. More re-
cently, actual MAs (which fit in the definition above) have been implemented
to address the TSP; in [55, 56, 131], the role and effect of local search within
evolutionary algorithms is extensively studied. Large scale TSP is studied
in [129]. Comparative studies about the performance of MAs on TSP are
reported in [126, 127, 128, 136].

Other combinatorial problems have also been tackled by MAs; for ex-
ample in [130, 134] the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP), in [132] and
[135] the Graph Bi-partitioning Problem, in [227] the supply chain problem,
and in [51] the communication spanning tree.

The solution of an optimization problem in a discrete space (as well as for
continuous problems) must be achieved by efficiently balancing the exploita-
tion and exploration. Exploitation is the action, performed by the algorithm,
of intensively analyzing a portion of the decision space in order to quickly
enhance upon the best current solution while exploration is the action which
leads to the detection of a candidate solution located in an unexplored ar-
eas of the decision space. The dual concept of exploitation and exploration
covers two fundamental and complementary aspects of any effective search
procedure. This concept is at the basic of optimization and has been termed
under the names intensification and diversification, respectively, introduced
within the Tabu Search (TS) methodology [61].

MA implementations for discrete optimization problems essentially tend
to combine searchers for exploring the entire decision space and searchers
which focus on portions of the decision space. Local search in MAs for
discrete optimization performs an intensive exploitation of the search space
attempting to enhance the performance by slightly modifying some design
variables. The problem of how often and how the local search is implemented
is a fundamental task which has been addressed in the literature in various
ways. For example, in [70] an analysis of the frequency and application point
of the local search, in the context of continuous optimization, is carried out.
This analysis has been extended in [107] for combinatorial optimization prob-
lems and introduced the concept of sniff (or local/global ratio) for balancing
genetic and local search.

Another crucial point in combinatorial optimization is the choice of neigh-
borhood while performing the local search. An heuristic procedure for per-
forming the fitness landscape analysis and thus the neighborhood (and local
search) selection is reported in [133]. The selection of the most convenient
neighborhood structures within local search is investigated in [99].
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3.2. MAs in continuous optimization
When a MA is designed two of the most relevant features to take into

account are 1) the cost of local search; 2) the underlying search landscape. In
order to come up with efficient memetic solvers, in continuous optimization,
these features must be tackled differently with respect to the discrete case.

Regarding the cost of local search, in many combinatorial domains it is
frequently possible to compute the fitness of a perturbed solution incremen-
tally, e.g., let x be a solution and let x′ ∈ N (x) be a neighboring solution;
then the fitness f(x′) can be often computed as f(x′) = f(x) + ∆f(x, x′),
where ∆f(x, x′) is a term that depends on the particular perturbation done
on x and is typically efficient to compute (much more efficiently that a full
fitness computation). For example, in the context of the TSP and the 2-opt
neighborhood, the fitness of a perturbed solution can be computed in con-
stant time by calculating the difference between the weights of the two edges
added and the two edges removed. This is much more difficult in the context
of continuous optimization problems, which are often non-linear and hard to
decompose as the sum of linearly-coupled terms. Hence local search usually
has to resort to full fitness computations.

Concerning the underlying search landscape, it should be observed that
the interplay among the different search operators used in memetic algo-
rithms (or even in simple evolutionary algorithms) is a crucial issue for
achieving good performance in any optimization domain. When tackling
a combinatorial problem, this interplay is a complex topic since each oper-
ator may be based on a different search landscape. It is then essential to
understand these different landscape structures and how they are navigated;
this concept is also known ad the “one operator, one landscape” view and is
expressed in depth in [85]. In the continuous domain the situation is some-
what simpler, in the sense that there exists a natural underlying landscape
in D (typically D = Qn), namely that induced by distance measures such as
Euclidean distance. In other words, in continuous optimization, the set of
points which can be reached by the application of unary operators to a start-
ing point may be represented by closed spheres of radius ǫ. On the contrary,
the set of points reachable by recombination operators (recall for example
the BLX−α operator) can be visualized by means of a hypercubes within
the decision space. The intuitive imagery of local optima and basins of at-
traction naturally fits here, and allows the designer to exert some control on
the search dynamics by carefully adjusting the intensification/diversification
properties of the operators used.
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These two issues mentioned above have been dealt in the literature on
memetic algorithms for continuous optimization in different ways. Starting
with the first one (the cost of local search), it emphasizes the need for care-
fully selecting when and how local search is applied (obviously this is a general
issue, also relevant in combinatorial problems, but definitely crucial in con-
tinuous ones). This decision-making is very hard in general [106, 202], but
some strategies have been put forward in previous works. A rather simple one
is to resort to partial Lamarckianism [75] by randomly applying local search
with probability pLS < 1. Obviously, the application frequency is not the
only parameter that can be adjusted to tune the computational cost of local
search: the intensity of local search (i.e., for how long is local improvement
attempted on a particular solution) is another parameter to be tweaked. This
adjustment can be done blindly (i.e., prefixing a constant value or a varia-
tion schedule across the run), or adaptively. For example, Molina et al. [139]
define three different solution classes (on the basis of fitness) and associate
a different set of local-search parameters for each of them. Related to this,
Nguyen et al. [161] consider a stratified approach, in which the population
is sorted and divided into n levels (n being the number of local search appli-
cations), and one individual per level is randomly selected. This is shown to
provide better results than random selection. We refer to [5] for an in-depth
empirical analysis of the time/quality tradeoffs when applying parameterized
local search within memetic algorithms. This adaptive parameterization has
been also exploited in so-called local-search chains [140], by saving the state
of the local-search upon completion on a certain solution for later use if the
same solution is selected again for local improvement. Let us finally note
with respect to this parameterization issue that adaptive strategies can be
taken one step further, entering into the realm of self-adaptation.

As to what the exploitation/exploration balance regards, it is typically
the case that the population-based component is used to navigate through the
search space, providing interesting starting points to intensify the search via
the local improvement operator. The diversification aspect of the population-
based search can be strengthened in several ways, such as for example using
multiple subpopulations [147], or diversity-oriented replacement strategies.
The latter are common in scatter search [62] (SS), an optimization paradigm
closely related to memetic algorithms in which the population (or reference
set in the SS jargon) is divided in tiers: entrance to them is gained by solution
on the basis of fitness in one case, or diversity in the other case. Additionally,
SS often incorporated restarting mechanisms to introduce fresh information
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in the population upon convergence of the latter. Diversification can be also
introduced via selective mating, as it is done in CHC (Cross generational
elitist selection, Heterogeneous recombination, and Cataclysmic mutation)
[48]. A related strategy was proposed by Lozano et al. [116] via the use
of negative assortative mating: after picking a solution for recombination,
a collection of potential mates is selected and the most diverse one is used.
Other strategies range from the use of clustering [193] (to detect solutions
likely within the same basin of attraction upon which it may not be fruitful to
apply local search), or the use of standard diversity preservation techniques in
multimodal contexts such as sharing or crowding. It should be also mentioned
that sometimes the intensification component of the memetic algorithm is
strongly imbricated in the population-based engine, without resorting to a
separate local search component. This is for example the case of the so-called
crossover hill climbing [84], a procedure which essentially amount to using a
hill climbing procedure on states composed of a collection of solutions, using
crossover as move operator (i.e., introducing a newly generated solution in the
collection –substituting the worst one– if the former is better than the latter).
This strategy was used in the context of real-coded memetic algorithms in
[116]. A different intensifying strategy was used by [35], by considering an
exact procedure for finding the best combination of variable values from
the parents (a so-called optimal discrete recombination, see also [36]). This
obviously requires the objective function is amenable to the application of
an efficient procedure for exploring the dynastic potential (set of possible
children) of the solutions being recombined. We refer to [115] for a detailed
analysis of diversification/intensification strategies in hybrid metaheuristics
(in particular in memetic algorithms).

3.3. MAs in multimodal optimization

In some cases, it may be required to detect multiple local optima rather
than only the global optimum. This problem is usually indicated as mul-
timodal optimization problem. Obviously, this situation occurs only when
there is a continuous landscape because in discrete optimization there is no
absolute concept of local optimum. MC approaches have been used in various
contexts to address this issue. Although this is not the focus of this survey,
it is worthwhile mentioning a few memetic approaches which have been pro-
posed in literature. For example, in [46] a memetic approach composed of
sequential threshold operation, global and local search allows the detection
of multiple optima under fitness constrains. In [182] a heuristic mapping
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is proposed in order to promote the multiple convergence within a unique
evolutionary cycle. By means of a similar logic, in [222] a memetic swarm
intelligence approach is used for multimodal optimization. For an extensive
survey on multimodal optimization see [40].

3.4. MAs in large scale optimization

Optimization problems, both discrete and continuous, when characterized
by a high number of variables are known as large scale optimization problems,
or briefly Large Scale Problems (LSPs).

The detection of an efficient solver for LSPs can be a very valuable
achievement in applied science and engineering since in many applications a
high number of design variables may be of interest for an accurate problem
description. For example, in structural optimization an accurate description
of complex spatial objects might require the formulation of a LSP; similarly
such a situation also occurs in scheduling problems, see [121]. Another im-
portant example of a class of real-world LSPs is the inverse problem chemical
kinetics studied in [94, 95].

Several memetic approaches have been largely applied in order to solve
LSPs. This fact is due to the fact that a single search logic might easily
turn into stagnation or premature convergence. On the other hand, a proper
coordination of multiple search operators can compensate the limits of the
others and thus allow the overcome of a critical algorithmic situation char-
acterized by no improvements. For example, in [162] a MA which integrates
a simplex crossover within the DE framework has been proposed in order to
solve LSPs, see also [163]. In [232], on the basis of the studies carried out in
[15, 16, 18], a DE for LSPs has proposed. The algorithm proposed in [232]
performs a probabilistic update of the control parameter of DE variation
operators and a progressive size reduction of the population size. Although
the theoretical justifications of the success of this algorithm are not fully
clear, the proposed approach seems to be extremely promising for various
problems. In [155], a memetic algorithm which hybridizes the self-adaptive
DE described in [16] and a local search applied to the scale factor in order
to generate candidate solutions with a high performance has been proposed.
Since the local search on the scale factor (or scale factor local search) is
independent on the dimensionality of the problem, the resulting memetic al-
gorithm offered a good performance for relatively large scale problems, see
[155]. By combining the latest two philosophies, Caponio et al. [24] propose
a MA which integrates the potential of the scale factor local search within
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the self-adaptive DE with automatic reduction of the population size in order
to guarantee a high performance, in terms of convergence speed and solution
detection, for large scale problems. In a similar way, multiple strategies for
DE control parameter update and population size reduction are combined in
[17].

In [234], a DE framework with self-adaptively coordinated multiple muta-
tion strategies, see [181], is hybridized in a memetic fashion with the multi-
trajectory search proposed in [214]. The resulting algorithm appears very
promising for handling LSPs.

Finally, another memetic approach, used for handling LSPs, is by means
of structured populations. One example is given in [224] where multiple
DE search strategies are reproduced within a ring topology by means of
a simple and natural randomized adaptation throughout the islands of the
structured populations. In this scheme, the scale factor of the most successful
islands is inherited by the other islands after a perturbation which prevents
from premature convergence. A more efficient scheme for handling LSPs is
proposed in [223] where the premature convergence is achieved by means of
the cooperative/competitive application of two simple mechanisms: the first,
namely shuffling, consists of randomly rearranging the individuals over the
sub-populations; the second consists of updating all the scale factors of the
sub-populations.

3.5. MAs in constrained optimization

When MAs are applied to constrained optimization problems, the inte-
gration of algorithmic components in the memetic framework to handle the
constraints becomes fundamental. In [68] a MA composed of a GA frame-
work and a gradient based local search integrates the constraint violation
criterion proposed in [43] : (i) the feasible individual is preferred over the
infeasible one; (ii) for two feasible individuals, the individual with better fit-
ness is preferred; and (iii) for two infeasible individuals, the individual with
lower constraint violation is preferred. Their experimental results indicated
that MA outperformed conventional algorithms in terms of both quality of
solution and the rate of convergence. The same set of rules has been used
to handle the constraints in [89], where, in the context of multi-objective
optimization, a MA which makes use of a local search strategy based on the
interior point method, has been proposed.

In [195] a MA composed by an evolutionary framework and Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) employs the constraint violation procedure
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described in [184]. In [109], an MA containing an adaptive penalty method
and a line search technique is proposed. An agent based MA in which four
local search algorithms were used for adaptive learning has been proposed in
[7]. The algorithms included random perturbation, neighborhood and gradi-
ent search methods. Subsequently, another specialized local search method
was designed to deal with equality constraints, see [8]. The constraints were
handled again using the rules proposed in [43].

In [114] a memetic co-evolutionary differential evolution algorithm where
the population was divided into two sub-populations has been proposed. The
purpose of one sub-population is to minimize the fitness function, and the
other is to minimize the constraint violation. The optimization was achieved
through interactions between the two sub-populations. No penalty coefficient
has been used in the method while a Gaussian random number was used
to modify the individuals when the best solution remained unchanged over
several generations.

Some domain-specific applications are solved by means of MAs for con-
straint optimization, see [10, 13, 58, 178]. Boudia and Prins [13] considered
the problem of cost minimization of a production-distribution system. A re-
pair mechanism was applied for constraint satisfaction. Park et al. [178] com-
bined a GA framework with a tunnel-based dynamic programming scheme
to solve highly constrained non-linear discrete dynamic optimization prob-
lems arising from long-term planning. The infeasible solutions were repaired
by randomly sampling part of the solutions and replacing some of the pre-
vious variables (regenerate partial characters). The algorithm successfully
solved reasonable sized practical problems which cannot be solved by means
of conventional approaches. A multistage capacitated lot-sizing problem was
solved by the memetic algorithm proposed in [10] using heuristics as local
search and standard recombination operators. Gallardo et al. [58] propose a
multilevel MA for solving weighted constrained satisfaction problems, based
on the integration of exact techniques within the MA for recombination pur-
poses, and the use of upper coordination level involving the MA and an
incomplete branch and bound derivate (beam search) – see also [57].

Some other studies, instead of dealing with conventional candidate solu-
tions, require the encoding of mixed continuous/integer variables or the in-
clusion of boolean variables, see [183]. Within this class of problems, mixed
representations of the constrained Vehicle Routing Problems (VRPs) have
been extensively studied in literature and several MA implementations have
been proposed, see [179, 180]. Multi-compartment vehicle routing problems
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and cumulative vehicle routing problems are studied in [49, 159], respectively.
Other examples of related work are given in [72, 73, 122, 124].

3.6. MAs in multi-objective optimization

In order to tackle multi-objective optimization problems, a well designed
algorithm should capable to detect a set of points representative of the Pareto
front being well sparse over it. Multi-Objective MAs (MOMAs) attempt
to obtain this result properly hybridizing evolutionary operators and local
search. In order to pursue this aim, the selection mechanism, i.e., that mech-
anism that chooses which solutions should be retained and which discarded,
must be well designed. A first important feature of the selection mechanism
is that within a set of solutions, those that dominate the others should be
chosen. However, dominance relation alone leaves many pairs of solutions
incomparable. For this reason, the employment of only the dominance rela-
tion may not be able to define a single best solution in a neighborhood or in
a tournament.

There are mainly two big families of multi-objective solvers (regardless
of their memetic nature) and can be classified in the following way: 1) algo-
rithms that do not combine the objective functions and perform the selection
by means of a dominance based criterion; 2) algorithms that make use of
combinations of objectives for selecting new individuals.

The first category is based on the dominance sorting defined in [64] and
consists of a dominance-based ranking of all the solutions of a population.
This mechanism has been employed by popular evolutionary algorithms for
multi-objective optimization, see [33, 44, 45].

In MOMAs the selection criterion involves not only the evolutionary
framework but also the local search components. In [92, 93] a greedy local
search method based on dominance relation is proposed. This mechanism
simply allows the acceptance of a newly generated neighbor solution if it
dominates the current solution. In population-based Pareto local search, see
[2, 9, 177], the neighborhood of each solution of the current population is
explored, and if no solution of the population weakly dominates a generated
neighbor, the neighbor is added to the population. Lust and Jaszkiewicz [117]
propose a method to speed-up local search algorithms based on dominance
sorting. In [25] a dominance criterion is integrated into the evolutionary
framework and multiple local search components such as Simulated Anneal-
ing and Rosenbrock Algorithm. In addition, Caponio and Neri [25] propose
the cross dominance adaptation as a criterion to coordinate global and local
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search on the basis of the principles explained in [78]. These approaches have
the advantage of not requiring extra parameters for performing their imple-
mentation. On the other hand, this criterion does not allow a control on
the solution spread in proximity of the Pareto front. This drawback imposes
the employment of extra components which guarantee the population spread
(in terms of fitness values), see e.g., [52, 92]. In addition, while dominance
allows a good ranking when few objectives are involved, it is often unreliable
when the problem handles many simultaneous objectives. In the latter case,
it is likely to have sets solutions which do not dominate each other and thus
the algorithm cannot perform an efficient selection.

The second category is based on the idea that if a ranking amongst the
objectives can be performed then the multiple objectives can be combined to
generate a single-objective optimization problem. The ranking is performed
by associating to each objective a weight value. The functions combining
the objectives are usually indicated as aggregation functions. When this
approach is employed the algorithm obviously does not detect a Pareto front
but only one solution. However, this drawback can be overcome by the use of
multiple aggregation functions defined by various weight vectors. A scheduled
variation of weight parameters is employed in [215, 233]. A deterministic
updated of the weight parameters to generate a repulsion among solution
and thus dispersion in proximity of the Pareto front is proposed in [175, 69].
A meta-evolution of the weights is presented in [67]. A randomized weight
update, similar to a random walk local search, is proposed in [192] while a
fully random update is presented in [76, 79]. The employment of multiple
set of weight parameters allows a natural dispersion of the solutions and
thus, unlike dominance based sorting methods, no additional components
are required. In addition, several speed-up techniques may easily be used in
local search based on aggregation functions. On the other hand, this category
of methods has the drawback that the selection of a proper set of weights
must be performed. In order to overcome this problem, some research is
focused on the automatic selection of the weights, see [80].

3.7. MAs in the presence of uncertainties

Uncertainties in optimization problems are very common in real-world
applications due to the presence of measurement devices and approximation
models. A fitness function contains uncertainties if the variable “time” takes
place in the fitness evaluation of a solution. In other words, if for a given
candidate solution x, the fitness calculation f (x) can return different values
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in different moments, then the fitness function f is said to be affected by
uncertainties. In the survey proposed in [81] the sources of uncertainties are
categorized as 1) uncertainties due to approximation 2) uncertainties due to
robustness 3) uncertainties due to noise 4) uncertainties due to time-variance.
In this section the same categorization will be employed.

In some applications, the actual fitness function can be unavailable through-
out the entire optimization process or, due to its excessive computational
cost, can be replaced by an approximation model. When the fitness value
is computed by an approximation model a slightly different value than the
actual fitness is expected. In addition, an approximation procedure can be
adjusted over the optimization time and alternated with the actual fitness
thus resulting in multiple fitness values for a single candidate solution. In
this sense, the employment of approximation models introduces an uncer-
tainty in the landscape. In order to face this difficulty, in [60, 87] the Inexact
Pre-Evaluation (IPE) framework is proposed. IPE uses the expensive func-
tion in the first few generations and then uses the model almost exclusively
while only a portion of the elites are evaluated with the expensive function
and are used to update the model. This mechanism has been integrated
into a hierarchical distributed algorithm [191]. This idea has been expanded
such that each layer may use different solvers, within a memetic framework
employing a gradient based search [88]. In [82] the Controlled Evaluations
(CE) framework has been proposed. This framework monitors the model
accuracy using cross-validation: a memory structure containing the previ-
ously evaluated vectors is split into two sets which are then used to train the
approximation model. In [59], in the context of expensive multi-objective op-
timization, a memetic approach integrated fuzzy logic for alternating real and
approximated fitness evaluation has been proposed. Another widely used op-
tion is a memetic approach employing the Trust Region (TR), i.e., a portion
of the decision space where the approximation model can be reliably used,
see [12, 34, 186]. In [167, 168], memetic frameworks combining an EA as a
global search, where at each generation every non-duplicated vector in the
population is refined using a TR, has been proposed. In [210, 211] the authors
proposed a TR memetic framework which uses quadratic models and cluster-
ing. Zhou et al. [235] proposed a memetic framework which occasionally uses
an inaccurate model capable to detect proposing solutions, see [171]. Lim
at el. [110] have recently proposed a framework composed of an ensemble of
approximation models as well smoothing models. Other approaches, namely
model-adaptive frameworks, have been proposed [209, 211, 212]. Similar to
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the approach in [171], model-adaptive frameworks employ a set of candidate
models which are automatically selected by a supervising system.

Robust parameters of a system are those parameters which lie in a region
of the parameter hyperspace characterized by similar system responses. In
other words, if a robust parameter is slightly perturbed, the system response
only slightly varies. Robust optimization is a field of optimization theory
which aims to detecting robust parameters. Reversely, if a parameter is
not robust, small parameter variations can result into large variation of the
system response. Very close solution, ideally identically can give very dif-
ferent system response and thus in robust optimization, identical solutions
can be characterized by very different fitness values. In order to address
these problems, in [204] an algorithm for robust optimization of digital fil-
ters where the uncertainty in performance is due to material imperfections
has been proposed. In [194] the problem of optimizing a robust aircraft con-
trol system using a memetic algorithms is studied. Still in the context of
aircraft design, a surrogated based approach, i.e., an approximation model,
for computationally expensive optimization problems is proposed in [169].
The robust control design of a control system for an electric motor is pro-
posed in [150] by applying a surrogate assisted model. Other examples of
memetic robust design, regarding multi-objective optimization, are given in
[172, 173, 200]. [112] addressed the problem of robust optimization when no
a-priori information about the distribution of uncertainties is known. The
problem of robust design in constrained multi-objective optimization is an-
alyzed by means of a MA in [63]. In the latter work, micro-populations act
as local search within the decision space. In [19] a robust airline scheduling
problem where the goal was to obtain a fleet assignment which accounts for
flight re-timing and aircraft rerouting has been proposed. Another robust
scheduling problem, i.e., the stochastic capacitated vehicle routing problem,
is addressed in [201].

The noise in optimization is a typical condition which plagues real-world
applications and occurs every time measurements concur to the fitness value
computation. These measurements can be physical instruments, like shown in
[23], or computational devices which contain uncertainties, such as a Neural
Network, see e.g., [229]. Some examples of memetic frameworks addressing
noisy landscapes are given in the following. Kim and Abraham [91] com-
bine a bacteria foraging algorithm with a real-coded evolutionary algorithm
for addressing a control engineering design problem. The noise is handled
by re-sampling and filtering. In order to tackle noisy problems by means of
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memetic frameworks, several algorithmic solutions have been proposed in the
literature. In [138] MA based on differential evolution where the scale factor
was adjusted with a line search is proposed and combined with an adaptive
resampling technique. In [6] the authors considered the noisy pattern recog-
nition problem of inexact graph matching, that is, determining whether two
images match when one is corrupted by noise. Ozcan and Mohan [174] stud-
ied the problem of matching an input image to one from an available data
set. The difficulty being that the input image may be partially obscured,
deformed and so on which results in a noisy optimization problem. In [39], a
resampling technique is integrated within a MA which uses a self-organizing
map (SOM) as a local search. The algorithm was designed to solve the VRP
with emphasis on noisy data. In [151, 152] the authors tackled the prob-
lem of training a neural network used for controlling resource discovery in
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. In order to face this kind of problem, a di-
versity based adaptation is proposed. A similar approach was used in the
hierarchical optimization problem proposed in [153].

Time-variance occurs when the fitness values of (at least some of) the
points depend on time. This situation can be visualized as a landscape
which is not stationary but moves over time, twisting and changing shape.
This fact obviously implies that the position of the optima varies with time
and thus, when the optima are detected, the algorithm should be able to
follow the basins of attraction to find and locate them anew. It should be
remarked that while the three previous categories the uncertainties are due
to an erroneous estimation of the fitness value in a point, in time-variant
problems the actually fitness value of a solution varies over time. In order
to tackle this class of problems, in [216, 217, 218] a MA combining a bi-
nary evolutionary framework with the variable local search (VLS) operator
to track optima in dynamic (time-variance) problems has been proposed. In
[221] a MA based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for dynamic opti-
mization problems has been proposed. This modified PSO employs multiple
techniques for handling the time-dependence. Moser and Hendtlass [146]
combined the Extremal Optimization algorithm (EO) [11] and a determin-
istic local search. Due to its structure, EO naturally adapts to changing
environments and thus is a promising background for this class of problems.
Another variant, employing the Hooke-Jeeves Algorithm, has been proposed
in [144]. A comparative study on this sub-field is reported in [145]. In [47], a
MC approach based on the scatter search framework for dynamic and highly
constrained problems. In [96], in the context of dynamic multiobjective prob-
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lems, a multi start system is achieved by accelerating the convergence of the
algorithm. This aim is pursued by means of a modified gradient capable to
predict the changes in the Pareto set. Wang et al. [220] proposed a MA
for dynamic optimization which used a binary representation where at each
generation the elite was refined by a local search algorithm and added and
updated while the fitness landscape changes.

4. Coordination of the Algorithmic Components

When a MA or, more generally, a MC approach is designed, it is im-
mediately clear that the final result is an algorithm composed of several
parts. These parts can be called memes by following the metaphor, opera-
tors if a low level design is performed, or evolutionary framework and local
search algorithms if a classical MA is considered. Regardless of the specific
algorithmic implementation, a crucially important problem, if not the most
important problem in MC is to determine how the memes interact during the
optimization process. In order to clarify the tendencies in literature Ong et.
al. proposed a classification of adaptive MAs in [166]. By revisiting and up-
dating this classification, the coordination of the memes has been performed
in one of the following ways:

1. Adaptive Hyper-heuristic, see e.g., [20, 37, 90, 95], where the coordi-
nation of the memes is performed by means of heuristic rules

2. Meta-Lamarckian learning, see e.g., [97, 108, 160, 164], where the suc-
cess of the memes biases their activation probability, thus performing
an on-line algorithmic design which can flexibly adapt to various opti-
mization problems

3. Self-Adaptive and Co-Evolutionary, see e.g., [105, 199, 230], where the
memes, either directly encoded within the candidate solutions or evolv-
ing in parallel to them, take part in the evolution and undergo recom-
bination and selection in order to select the most promising operators

4. Fitness Diversity-Adaptive, see e.g., [23, 26, 156, 157, 158, 208, 213],
where a measure of the diversity is used to select and activate the most
appropriate memes
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The first category includes those algorithms in which the memes are co-
ordinated by means of a prefixed scheme or schedule. These schemes can
be randomized or deterministic. In a randomized scheme the memes can be
randomly activated one by one or in a sequence by applying a success rule,
see [31, 38]. Regarding deterministic schemes, a typical implementation is
a schedule which subdivides a given budget to each meme, e.g., in [95]. A
slightly more complex hyper-heuristic approach is the choice function, see
[90]. This approach rewards the most promising meme(s) by reiterating its
(their) application. When the memes stop being successful, the application
of other memes is tried. A further example of choice function approach is
given in [20] where a tabu list is employed to classify the success of the memes
and their activation schedule.

Meta-Lamarckian learning is an extension and an evolution of the hyper-
heuristic MAs and especially the choice functions and constitutes a fairly
general and flexible framework for algorithmic design, see [164]. More specifi-
cally, a basic meta-Lamarckian learning strategy was proposed as the baseline
algorithm for comparison. This basic strategy is a simple random coordina-
tion of memes without any adaptation. Then, the decision space is decom-
posed into sub-areas for the separate optimization of each sub-area. This
approach assumes that different optimizers are suitable for different prob-
lems and thus each sub-area requires a different meme. In order to choose a
suitable meme at each decision point, the strategy gathers knowledge about
the ability of the memes to search on a particular region of the search space
from a database of past experiences archived during the initial search. The
memes identified then form the candidate memes that will compete, based on
their rewards, to decide on which meme will proceed with the local improve-
ment. In this way, memes with different specializations are coordinated and
harmonically work jointly to solve the whole optimization problem. Two
selection strategies, both based on the roulette wheel selection, have been
tested for the meme selection, see [164, 166]. It is worthwhile mentioning
that besides Lamarckian and Meta-Lamarckian systems characterized by a
change of the solution after the application of the non-evolutionary memes
(i.e., local search components), Baldwinian systems also exist. In the lat-
ter approaches, the solutions are not modified after the employment of local
search, see [65, 231], and the local search biases somehow the evolutionary
search. For example, while the solution is not modified the fitness can take
into account (by means of a penalization factor) the potential of the geno-
type when the local search is applied. Although Lamarckian systems are more
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commonly used, in some cases the application of a Baldwinian approach ap-
peared to be preferable. A memetic approach which is closely related to the
Meta-Lamarckian learning is the so called algorithmic concept of ensemble.
This algorithmic structure considers a pool of operators, search logics, con-
straint handling techniques etc., see e.g., [230], and selects the most suitable
one on the basis of a trial and error scheme. For example, in [119], a DE
framework with an ensemble of mutation strategies and parameter setting
is proposed. In [118] the ensemble logic has been applied in the context of
Evolutionary Programming.

The third category relies on the evolutionary principles for the meme
development and selection. In Self-Adaptive MAs, each solution is com-
posed of its genetic and memetic material. Thus, the memes are directly
encoded into the solutions and their action is associated to the hosting solu-
tion. For example, the local search algorithms encoded into memetic material
attempt to improve the genotype of the hosting solution or, more generally,
specify the meme that will be used to perform local search in the neighbor-
hood of the solution, see [99, 101]. By mean of the application of a self-
adaptive logic multiple memes evolve during the optimization process. For
this reason, the term Multimeme Algorithm has been used in this context, see
[98, 99, 101, 103, 104]. Co-Evolutionary MAs are conceptually similar to self-
adaptive MAs but are implemented in a different way. The memetic material,
composed of multiple memes, evolve in a population separated from the pop-
ulation of solutions. Populations of genes and memes evolve separately and
simultaneously and their solutions are linked, see [196, 197, 198, 199]. In an-
other related algorithmic scheme, namely Self-Generating MAs, a grammar
is used to specify the employment and coordination of local search [100, 102].

The Fitness Diversity-Adaptive MAs automatically perform the meme
coordination by analyzing the population status. In these adaptive systems,
fitness diversity is used in order to estimate the population diversity, see
[103, 208]. Fitness diversity is the spread of the fitness values within a pop-
ulation of individuals. The employment of the fitness diversity is done con-
sidering that for multi-variate problems the measure of genotypical distance
can be excessively time- and memory-consuming and thus the adaptation
might require an unacceptable computational overhead. Obviously, fitness
diversity could not give an efficient estimation of population diversity, since
it can happen that very different points take the same fitness values, e.g., if
the points lay in a plateau. However, this fact does not affect the decision
mechanism of the adaptive system for the following reasons: when the diver-
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sity is low one or more explorative local searchers, e.g., Nelder-Mead Simplex
[148], are activated in order to offer an alternative search logic, and possibly
to detect new promising search directions and increase the diversity. If this
mechanism fails and the algorithm keeps losing diversity and converging to
some areas of the decision space an exploitative local search algorithm, e.g.,
Rosenbrock Algorithm [188], attempts to quickly perform the exploitation of
the most promising basin of attraction and thus quickly complete the search.
If the fitness diversity is low, the candidate solutions in the population have
a similar performance. This fact can mean either that the solutions are con-
centrated within a small region of the decision space, or that the solutions
are distributed over one or more plateaus or over two or more basins of at-
traction having a similar performance. It can easily be visualized that all
the listed situations are undesirable and that the activation of an alternative
search move can increase the chances to detect “fresh” genotypes. In other
words, although the Fitness Diversity Adaptation (FDA) does not guarantee
a proper estimation of the population diversity, it is an efficient way to esti-
mate the correct moment of the evolution which would benefit from a local
search application.

A problem when FDA is employed is how to measure the diversity of
the population. The first example of FDA in MC has been proposed in [23]
which has also been used in [158]. Another diversity metric, more sensitive
and capable to handle flat landscapes has been proposed in [157]. Some
other metrics for DE frameworks have been proposed in [26, 213]. Another
diversity metric with reference to a chemical engineering problem has been
proposed in [94]. A comparative analysis of the diversity metrics has been
reported in [156] where the conclusion has been that a proper choice in terms
of diversity metric should be carried out on the basis, not only of the problem
features but also the framework features. For example, an efficient diversity
metric for Evolution Strategy (ES) would likely be inadequate to measure
the diversity of DE. This consideration can be seen as a consequence of the
NFLT.

5. Conclusion and Future Trends in Memetic Computing

A further step of MC, or more generally of Computational Intelligence,
consists of generating more “intelligent” systems capable to recognize the
problem features and select/design a suitable solver. In our case this aim
means that an algorithmic meta-structure performs an on-line design of the
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optimization algorithm. This goal is ambitious and, although a topic of
discussion, has not been addressed yet. An early attempt of modelling a
system capable to automatically generate MC approaches for given problems
is described in [137] but no actual implementation is given.

However, the importance of MC is in leaving a general definition which
allows to counterbalance a tendency reported in literature during the lat-
est years. New optimization algorithms are often proposed in literature and
these algorithms are usually inspired by the most diverse physical and biolog-
ical phenomena and are presented as new paradigms and/or as modification
of other computational paradigms. This approach led to a focus loss about a
fundamental fact: all the optimization algorithms are the alternating combi-
nation of operators belonging to two groups, i.e. generation mechanisms of
trial solution(s) and selection criteria for choosing which solutions should be
retained for the following step. In this sense, the division of the field into dis-
joint sub-fields, such as Genetic Algorithms, Evolution Strategies, Differential
Evolution, Particle Swarm Optimization, etc., should be overcome in favour
of a more flexible view which sees all the optimization algorithms simply as
a combination of operators concurring to the detection of the optimum.

In other words, the adoption of a MC view of optimization is the basics
for the automatic generation of algorithms and for moving a further step
toward the intelligence of machines. A remaining problem that will need to
be addressed is how the candidate algorithms can be quickly and efficiently
tested and subsequently how the algorithmic design should be performed.
This will likely be one of the main technological questions for the next decade.
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